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promoting  & protecting  our interests

 

Agenda
OCA Meeting Friday October 24th

(1) Approval of minutes of previous meeting of 
February 27th 2014 at The Watermill, Leylands 
Road - see reverse

(2) Welcome and introduce any guests who are 
not residents of OC

(3) Ensure that everyone has signed in on the 
attendance list and then ask everyone to 
introduce themselves to the meeting

(4) Remind the meeting of the overarching 
principle we agreed at our very first meeting that 
everyone should treat everyone else with respect 
whatever their age, race, sexual orientation or 
disability.

(4) Parking:
(a) explain background - NB: emergency vehicle  
access width inadequate with cars parked and 
damage to inner kerb

(b) invite discussion

(c) Suggested Proposals - each to be proposed - 
seconded and voted on

A. to install the signage agreed previously to inc 
20mph limit and Warning of children

B: to seek the installation of security lighting in the 
currently unlit parking courts
   
C: to agree the principle that residents should 
always first occupy their designated or allocated 
parking spaces and should always endeavour to 
park considerately
   
D: to have visitor's parking properly marked

E: where residents are concerned about the 
inconsiderate parking of others they should 
provide details to the OCA who will liaise with 
Trinity Estates

F: any residents who would like to have yellow 
lines painted in any specific areas should advise 
OCA who will prepare a suitable proposal and 
seek members approval

(4) Funds for outdoor leisure:

(a) explain background

(b) ask any representatives of LDC, MSDC or 
BHTC present to give their views

(c) invite discussion

(d) Suggested Proposals - each to be proposed - 
seconded and voted on

A. Generally the funds should be split 50/50 
between East and West Sussex with 50% to be 
spent on improving and maintaining footpaths
east of Orchard Close and 50% to be spent by 
BHTC and MSDC on improving existing outdoor 
leisure facilities at Janes Lane and Bedelands

B. A Grant of £10,000 should be paid to OCA to 
fund a community gardening project within 
Orchard Close

(5) Subscription:

the subscription for members of OCA should be 
set at £10 per
household per annum but the committee has 
discretion to accept a
reduced sum as appropriate

(6) Future initiatives:

A. Neighbourhood Watch
B. Community / Guerilla Gardening
C. Street Party

(7) Nominations to join the Committee

End of meeting



[To be approved at the next General Meeting of the 
Association]
Present: Nick Lightbody (45), Steve, Donna, Blanche, 
Linda, Andy, Tracey , Louise, Ollie, Kelly, Martin, 
Perpetua, Lisa, Caroline, Paul, Carole
NB: the association's web-site is at http://
orchardclose.wordpress.com/
The meeting started at 7.15pm
(1) Interim chairman Nick Lightbody welcomed everyone 
and went through the minutes of the meeting in January, 
which it was agreed were a true record having been 
proposed by Lisa and seconded by Blanche. Matters 
arising from those minutes: Louise said there was an 
online form where people can claim their compensation 
from UK Power Networks (£75 was available to all 
occupants following the Christmas storm) [Actions: the 
form has been posted to the OCA web-site]
(2) The constitution allowing the Orchard Close 
Association to be formally formed was agreed and 
adopted having been proposed by Caroline and 
seconded by Perpetua with the following 
ammendments: - Removal of the word residents from 
the title so the name is Orchard Close Association - 
Change the word residents to occupants throughout the 
constitution - Point 8.2 - change 10 to 60% and add the 
word 'voting' before members - Point 9.1 - add the word 
'voting' after five - point 12.2 - add the word 'voting' 
before members
Under point four (subscriptions) the majority of members 
agreed that a initial interim subscription of £5 should be 
paid and it was also agreed that a poll/survey be set up 
to find out what occupants would be prepared to pay on 
an annual basis to join the association. The following 
paid £5: Nick, Blanch, Linda, Andy & Tracey, Louise and 
Ollie , Kelly and Martin, Lisa, Caroline, Paul and Carole 
giving an opening balance of £45. This sum would be 
deducted, if applicable, from the final annual 
subscription.
It was agreed that the secretary would contact Affinity 
Sutton to see if it would be prepared to contribute all or 
part of the annual subscription should its tenants wish to 
join the association.
Minutes of meetings would be made available on the 
website but requests could be made to the secretary for 
a written copy
[Actions: the agreed form of Constitution has been 
posted to the web site]
(3) Election of officers was as follows: Chairman: Nick 
Lightbody - proposed by Lisa  and seconded by 
Blanche Secretary: Paul Bishop - proposed by Lisa and 
seconded by Steve Treasurer: Lisa Murray - proposed by 
Caroline and seconded by Linda.  Other committee 
members: Steve proposed by Paul Bishop and 
seconded by Blanche Murray; Carole proposed by 
Perpetua and seconded by Blanche.

(4) It was agreed that the association's priorities for the 
year would be as follows:
(a) parking, (b) children and (c) gardening (brightening up 
the estate)
On the parking issue it was decided that possible 
solutions to the ongoing problem should be emailed or 
posted to Paul Bishop, which would then be put to the 
committee for further consideration. The committee 
would aim to develop one or more alternative solutions 
and would then seek the members' support at a General 
Meeting. It was also agreed that the secretary would find 
out who are the owner(s) of the two car parks without 
lighting (behind numbers 32, 33, 34 and numbers 44 and 
45 in the south-east corner) and contact them about the 
possibility of installing some lighting. Feedback had 
shown that some people were parking outside their 
homes because they felt it was dangerous to use the 
unlit car parks and it was agreed tackling the on-street 
parking problem would be difficult until that issue was 
resolved.
Lisa outlined the Children's Charter which had been put 
together by herself, Carole, Caroline and Linda. Nick 
Lightbody thanked all four on their work and it was 
agreed that this group would now commence a dialogue 
with parents of children on the estate in order to develop 
a version which they would support.
Gardening (horticulture): The meeting was advised by 
Nick Lightbody that he believed that Trinity Estates 
would be prepared to provide plants and trees for 
people to plant themselves - subject to a proper plan 
being prepared and agreed with Trinity Estates. Blanche 
would lead this project.
(5) Any other business:
Neighbourhood Watch: Steve gave an update on his 
progress from the previous meeting and had put 
together a survey which he was happy to canvass 
occupants about. Caroline volunteered to work with him 
on this project. Steve was thanked for his work so far.
Social event: It was agreed that Nick Lightbody and 
Louise would look into this and come up with some 
proposed dates, probably towards the end of the school 
summer holidays.
Litter bin: Kelly had suggested an alternative position for 
the litter bin currently outside the Ash House flats . Nick 
Lightbody asked her to take a photo of the proposed 
location (s) and email them to Paul Bishop, who would 
then contact Trinity to request that this change be made.
The meeting closed at 9.32pm.
[Actions: these draft minutes were posted to the web-
site]
[To be approved at the next General Meeting of the 
Association]
[Ends]

Draft Minutes of Orchard Close Association meeting
Thursday, February 27, 2014, at The Watermill Pub


